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ABSTRACT

A well know way for best comprehension of radiation scattering during a radiography is to map exposure over
the space around the source and sample. This map is done measuring exposure in points regularly spaced, it
means, measurement will be placed in localization chosen by increasing a regular steps from a starting point,
along the x, y and z axes or even radial and angular coordinates. 
However, it is not always possible to maintain the accuracy of the steps throughout the entire space, or there
will be regions of difficult access where the regularity of the steps will be impaired.
This work intended to use some interpolation techniques that work with irregular steps, and to compare their
results and their limits. It was firstly done angular coordinates, and tested in lack of some points. Later, in the
same  data  was  performed  the  Delaunay tessellation  interpolation  ir  order  to  compare.  Computational  and
graphic treatments was done with the GNU OCTAVE software and its image-processing package. Real data was
acquired from a bunker where a 6 MeV betatron can be used to produce radiation scattering.

1. INTRODUCTION

In addition to  the main beam, which is  possible  to  know exactly where it  is  and
therefore  easier  to  avoid,  scattered  radiation  is  one  of  the  concerns  regarding  radiation
protection. Positioning, range, intensity, and direction of the beam within the space involved
with radiography may be important in decreasing occupational and accidental doses. This
becomes  more  important  when  the  procedure  is  done  outdoors,  with  a  mobile  radiation
source, in a place with many scatter source or with a high exposure rate. [1]

Because  of  the  isotropic  characteristics  of  radiation,  protection  procedures  often  is  only
concerned about the exposure in function of distance to the sample, considering the radius
axis the one variable. It is a good aproach for regular simple sample, with a not hight energy



beam and a faciliting incidence angle. In this situations it´s possible to take a conservative
practices and estimate dosis always looking for the larger radius [1-3].

But for many reasons, scattered radiation could not be totally isotropic, and it means that
could exist a direction in which exposure gradient is higher [2,3]. Because of this, for a very
accurate measurement, specially with uncommom angles and high energy levels, it´s possible
to create a map of exposure along the space, measuring a great number of points around the
radiography setup.[3-5]

At the first aproach, one could thing about a cartesian map with equal regular steps between
points among the x, y and even z axis [6]. It´s reasonable since in that way, each measure will
be a voxel on a 3D map. But if the first thing keep in mind is the behavior or radiation
coming from a pontual source, maybe is better think about angular coordinates [3,5].  

Despite it  is better  than cartesian,  a image created from angular coordinates may present
some problens due the inequality of weight of each point, and the fact that radius coordinate
should be more importante than angle. This problens can become more important if steps are
not recularly spaced or missed [3-5].

Due many reasons, many points could be missing or even not taken, letting a coordinate list
incomplete for the map. It may causes imprecision, wrong estimates or even aliasing on the
map.[3]. This work aimed to suggest some methods to better calculate map when the steps of
mapping process are missing or irregular, not using high performance computation. 

A data to test the methods was a real case study will be made in a 6 x 6 x 6 bunker where a
6MeV bethatron in a tubular steel sample.

2. COORDINATE SYSTEM

As  said  before,  the  most  easy  way  to  generate  images  is  from a  regular  step  cartesian
coordinates, it lets, at least initialy, each point read be a pixel in the image [6]. Despite the
precision and points equally created, the number of measurement is a bit larger than others
methods  and  probally  takes  a  lot  of  non  important  information,  mainly  on  a  relatively
homogeneus medium like the air around source and sample [3].

The ionizing radiation behavior throughout  space is  well  described and known. A tipical
source emits isotropically and the intensity on space is inversely proportional to the square of
the distance.It means that for polar coordinates (two dimension) and spherical coordinates
(three dimension) only the radial information is important [3-5].

A sample, the medium or even a obstacle, when scattering radiation is not exactly a punctual
source,  but  can  be  considered  as  a  sum  of  several  punctual  sources,  eventualy  with
unisotropic emission.  It  means that,  unless a very specific  geometry,  distance will  be the
more important variable. In many situations each direction has a particular emisstion, wich
also can fit in the inverse square law. In a conservative way, it is possible to take the direction
with  the  highest  exposure  and  consider  its  values  in  all  directions  creating  rings  of
superextimated exposures [1]. 
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All theses facts sugests a polar (or spherical) coordinates to create exposure map, as done in
many works [2-7]. But there are many problems too. The main problem is about the weight of
each point, wich is different  and a mistake or a statiscial flutuation in a single measure could
change significally the map.It is waited when any method is used to reduce data colected. In
fact, the more a point read is far from scattering source, more area it covers.

Another  trouble is  the conversion between this  coordinate  system and the image map of
pixels once the digital image pixel location looks like a cartesian system with only entire
values. So, it´s necessary to round decimal values in order to complete each pixel. This can
be done by linear or another kind of interpolation. Because of geometric reasons, the bigger
the matrix is, the more accurate this interpolation will be.

In this work, the data was collect doing regular steps on polar coordinates. The interpolation
to create the image was made in two main ways: The first one is, when transofrming polar
into pixel coordinates, find the value of angular and radius coordinate for each resulting pixel,
and estimate  its  value  by  linear  interpolation;  the  second after  conversion  from polar  to
cartesian, use the coordinates corresponding measures scattered data, and by the Delaunay
tessellation, estimate the entire map of pixels.

3. TRANSFORM AFTER INTERPOLATE DATA

The data acquired on polar regular steps can be ploted in the radios versus angle domain.
There, it can be seen as a two ortogonal axis variable and can pass the same process than
cartesian. After choose the size of resulting matrix (in number of pixel) the conversion can be
done on the follow steps:

 Start from the first pixel.
 Convert the numbers of column and row of the pixel into x and y coordinates of cartesian

plan.
 Convert the x and y coordinates into R and θ of polar coordinates.
 With the data acquired, perform a bicubic interpolation to estimate the exposure value at

the R and θ coordinates.
 Take the estimated value to the pixel
 follow to the next pixel and do the same.

This  kind  of  interpolation  is  done only  inside  the  matrix,  it  means  no  pixel  outside  the
minimun and maximum value of R was estimated. Because of this, the procedure results in a
round map in wich the radius is the larger distance between the sample and the measure.
Since no measurements was done inside the sample, this map presents a black round cicle on
center too.

4. DELAUNAY TESSELLATION METHOD TO SCATTER DATA
INTERPOLATION

The data  acquired  on  polar  regular  steps  can  also  be  directly  transformed  into  cartesian
coordinates, and the interpolation be done on the xy domain. Unlike the first case, where the
values of x and y are exactly to correspond to a entire value of column and raw, in this
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situation R and  θ  are entire, but x and y are not. The direct convertion produces a lot of
irregular  coordinates  on  xy  doimain,  and  a  simple  interpolation  couldn´t  be  done.  The
delaunay method consists in create a lot of litle triangles in which the vertices are the data
points. The exposure depending on x and y can be seen as a surface in a three dimensional
space and this triangles makes a good aproach to this surface [8-9]. If the triangle where a
wanted regular point is known, so it´s possible to estimate de value of exposure at that point.
Despite it is only a linear interpolation´[8-9], it´s relatively efficient, produces good spatial
resolutions,  and  covers  a  greater  area,  doing  a  polygon  around  the  sample.  The  entire
conversion can be done on the follow steps:

 Start from the point measured.
 Convert the R and θ of polar coordinates into x and y coordinates of cartesian system.
 Fill  the  entire  space  (inside  a  certain  limits)  performing  a  interpolation   based  on

Delaunay method.
 Write the each data on corresponding pixel
 follow to the next pixel and do the same.

5. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The data used in this work has been acquired on a 6x6x6 bunker, with a bethatron exposing a 
400 mm diameter steel tube. Each measure seting are 6 MeV read the acumulated exposure 
for 30 seconds. Using the sample as the center of system, angular step variaton of directions 
was 45º between. Radial direction has 500 mm between steps. Markings for it is shown in 
figure 1. A ioniging chamber was used to measure each point.

A     B

 

Figure 1 - Picture from makings (A) and simulated marks from original setup (B).
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After Acquired, data was put into the two interpolation routine described before, first with the
whole information, and after in lack of some point. Results are compared using a standart
deviation between images.

The same routine was made many times, but taking off some points, in order to simulate a
missing data. Standart deviation from original full data was made for each case.

6. RESULTS

The resulting Map from transform after interpolated data and scattered data interpolation
before transform is shown in figure 2 and 3. Figure 4 intends to show how these map fits in
the radiography set up. . 

Figure 2 - Map from data interpolated before transforming. A round non mapped area
on the center is due limitation on measurent.

Its possible to see that interpolation before angular to cartesian convertion didn´t create new
data, outside the measured region, in this way, the non measured center, where sample is,
presents  no  information  about  exposure.  Instead  of  this,  interpolation  methods  after
conversion estimates how could be exposure if no abrupt change in behavior happens on the
center.  Another  interesting  fact  is  about  patterns.  While  the  first  method  has  strongs
differences between directions causing radial marks, the second one has triangular patterns,
due the mathematial method.
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Figure 3 - Map created from scattered data after coordinates trasnformation. Its
possible to see triangular pattern, but it still similar to the image created in the first

method.  

A                                                                           B

Figure 4 - Map created inside a setup representation from each on of the interpotlation:
(A) from scattered data and (B) interpolated before transforming.
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In lack of some point, the first method has a mean standard deviation around 12.9 and the
second, about 7.3 mR.

7. CONCLUSIONS 

With  the  same  data,  diferent  interpolation  types  creates   similar  but  not  equal  maps.
Interpolation estimates non existing data from existing, and in some cases it can be a good
aproach for improve spatial resolution with fewer data points. The air without obstacles is a
good example where it could be, due is where no abrubt change is expected.

The first method used is to take measurements in points concerning polar coordinates with
the sample (wich is probably the principal source of scattered radiation) at the center and uses
this data to find values corresponding to exact pixel location on a square matriz image. The
resulting map is highly dependent from each point, and probally if one of the directions has a
wrong or even a right but very different value, the map will present high changes. This is due
de fact that in R and  θ domain, both coordinates don´t have exactly the same weight as
coordinates, when talking abour image reconstruction. In fact, interpolation in R could be
done with a different method than   θ.

As all the interpolation occurs in  R and  θ domain, no data is estimated outside the range of
R. Because no measurements is also done inside the sample, the map presents a not informed
region on the middle. Because the sample could be viewed as a obstacle, is the only region
where interpolation couldn´d not be the best way to estimate exposure distribution. The same
occurs outside, when the data output is a circle generating a round map. The region near the
outside bord of the circle, is probally the less accutare data, due its great area depending of a
few points. 

The secound method, using the same measurements, firstly convert the data into cartesian
domain, which is more likely the pixel position into a image. As a result of this, points aren´t
regularly spaced on x and y coordinates as in a crossed on a grid. So the interpolation method
needed to take non regularly spaced matrix and estimates the regular points. The method used
is the  Delaunay triangulation (well known in image rendering process), where each point of
the data (with it´s three cordinates: x, y and value measured) is considered as a vertex of a
triangle. In a good aproach, triangles form a almost equal surface than data on a 3D plot. A
point outside the data can be find using the plan equation of each triangle. This causes a
specific bilinar interpolation wich depends primalyon the three points at de triangle vertices.
It can be said that this is the reason of less variation on the standard variation, but it´s not
totally  true,  becase  of  ,  once  a  point  is  supressed  on  this  process,  a  totally  different
triangulation could be done.

There are  many consequenses in  triangulation usage.  The most  easily noted is  a triangle
pattern in the final image. Becuause of this data are acquided in eight diferent directions, the
area maped due interpolation is a 8 faced polygon. The edges are very dependent from extrem
point and probally has the higher statistical flutuation.

Another interesting fact is a filled middle with no measurement was done. This is a direct
consequense of doing interpolation in the xy domain, because for the interpolation process  it
is like a empty values inside the interest region. Despite we decide to not remove it from
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image, it´s not safe to believe that it  the correct values, because the sample works like a
obstacle and inside it changes could be entirelly more abrupt, so it isnt like the air medium.
Besides, our models aren´t about primary radiation, which can´t be forget when talking about
radiation on sample.

Of course the number of points and their distribution are important, in a way that even many
points covering about equally all the map means less erros. In a dynamic way, regions with
higher gradient should be suggested to be added of more points. It means that to minimize the
number of points not losing accuracy of measurement, a software could indicates where the
next point may be measured. It will turn the method of doing map faster and more efficient.

To compare both ways to create a map, images without one of the points is performed. Each
of os the resulting image was compared to the original by taking standard deviation per pixel.
The standard deviation showed the difference of losing a single poinst in both methods, and
because of its nature, but also due its interpolation mathematics, the first method changes
more, and it makes a estandard deviation be until 50% larger. It´s believed that the mean of
these standard deviation shows any stability of result even changing or losing data, but it a
overall information and for specific cases, more accurate details will be needed.
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